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The detailed reaction mechanism of benzene carboxylation
with CO2 and subsequent methylation by CH3OH was
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interface facilitates product desorption and interfacial
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Potassium carbonate dispersed over a defective TiO2 support (K2CO3/
TiO2) is an eﬃcient catalyst for benzene esterification with CO2 and
CH3OH. Density functional theory calculations reveal that this unique
catalytic reactivity originates from the cooperation of the Ti3+/K+
surface sites. The K2CO3 promotor steers the stabilization of surface
intermediates thus preventing catalyst deactivation.

CO2 conversion into valuable chemicals has received much
attention due to the environmental concerns associated with
the growing atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases.
Many eﬀorts have been invested to develop the economic
carbon-neutral system by recycling the carbon resource of CO2
from industrial emission to the production of chemicals.1–3 The
carboxylation of aromatics by CO2 is one of the attractive routes
for the valorization of CO2, because the produced aromatic
carboxylic acids and their derivatives can serve as important
chemical feedstocks.4,5 Conventionally, such a carboxylation coupling reaction is carried out in the presence of a strong base or
Lewis acid such as NaH,6 AlCl3,4 and AlBr3.7 The strong base is
needed to cleave the C–H bond of arene to form a nucleophilic
carbon atom which can further interact with the weak CO2
electrophile. The role of the Lewis acid is to activate the CO2
molecule before the arene C–H bond carboxylation.8 However,
both these strategies usually provide rather low yields of the target
products due to the low electrophilicity of CO2 and side reactions
caused by excessive reactivity of the mediators.7,8 Therefore, the
development of alternative catalytic procedures avoiding the
usage of strong base or acid is highly desired but also represents
one of the great challenges for this reaction.
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Recently, Kanan et al. reported that alkali carbonates (K2CO3
and Cs2CO3) finely dispersed over a TiO2 support can promote
the two-step cycle of benzene esterification with CO2 and
CH3OH to produce methyl benzoate with both high yield
(80%) and high selectivity (100%) in the absence of stoichiometric additives.9 It is important to note that bare TiO2 can also
promote the first step of benzene C–H bond carboxylation,
however, the catalyst became deactivated after just one catalyst
recycling. In contrast, no carboxylation products were observed
when K2CO3 or Cs2CO3 powders as the only catalyst component
were used. Thus, it was hypothesized that dispersing alkali
carbonate over TiO2 would engender catalytic carboxylation
activity towards hydrocarbon substrates because of the disruption of the bulk alkali carbonate structure. However, the
mechanistic aspects of this system, such as the nature of
the active site, initiation of the reaction and the exact role of
the different catalyst components, remained moot.8 This
inspired us to carry out a comprehensive mechanistic study
of benzene carboxylation with CO2 and subsequent reaction
with CH3OH over the K2CO3/TiO2 catalyst by periodic density
functional theory (DFT) calculations. Our main objective was to
identify the role and function of each catalyst component and
to propose the origin of the deactivation of bare TiO2 catalyst.
In this work, all calculations were performed using the
Vienna Ab Initio Simulation Package (VASP) 5.3.5.10,11 DFT
calculations were carried out using PBE functional based on
the generalized gradient approximation (GGA).12 Grimme’s
DFT-D3 method with Becke-Jonson damping was used to
account for the dispersion interactions.13 The DFT+U method
was applied to the 3d orbitals of Ti to correct the on-site
Coulomb interactions. The U value used in this work is
4.2 eV.14 The energy cutoﬀ and convergence criteria for the
electronic and ionic loops were 400 eV, 10 5 eV, and 0.05 eV Å 1,
respectively. Transition states were determined by the nudgedelastic band method with the improved tangent estimate
(CI-NEB) and subsequent frequency analysis. The model of
K2CO3/TiO2 catalyst was built following the experimental evidence
of the very fine dispersion of K2CO3 on the surface of TiO2.9
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Scheme 1 Proposed mechanism of benzene esterification with CO2 and
CH3OH on K2CO3/TiO2 catalyst. The A + CO2 + C6H6 - D conversion
involves the carboxylation of benzene with CO2 via the one-step direct
(dashed) or stepwise indirect (solid path) mechanisms to yield the adsorbed
benzoic acid. The latter is methylated with CH3OH (D + CH3OH F + C6H5COOCH3) to yield methyl benzoate product and the adsorbed
water. Subsequent desorption of H2O by-product (F - A + H2O) regenerates
the catalytic surface ensemble.

Fig. S1 in the ESI† shows the catalyst model featuring the K2CO3
species deposited on the defective anatase TiO2(101) surface. We
hypothesized that the interface of coordination-unsaturated surface
Ti site (Ti3+) together with the adjacent K2CO3 cluster form the

Fig. 1
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reactive ensemble because neither the bulk crystalline K2CO3 nor
the pristine TiO2 surface are active.9,15
Scheme 1 presents a proposed reaction mechanism for the
esterification of benzene with CO2 and CH3OH by the K2CO3/
TiO2 catalyst. The computed reaction energy profile is shown in
Fig. 1. Firstly, the two possible mechanisms of C6H6 C–H bond
deprotonation were evaluated and it was found that the direct
C–H carboxylation of benzene with activated CO2 is preferred
over the C6H6 deprotonation (Fig. S2 and discussion, ESI†).
Therefore, we proposed that the reaction starts with the adsorption of CO2 through bidentate coordination with the interface
Ti3+ and K+ sites. The presence of K2CO3 prevents a bidentate
adsorption mode of CO2 with two Ti3+ surface atoms which
occur on the bare defective TiO2 surface. In the next step, the C–
C bond formation between the co-adsorbed benzene and CO2
occurs to form the C6H6COO* intermediate (C6H6_CO2* C6H6COO*). This step is endothermic with DE = 0.46 eV and
it proceeds with an activation energy (E‡) of 0.72 eV. Next, the
C–H bond of the activated C6H6 fragment is cleaved to form
benzoic acid (C6H5COOH*) or benzoate (C6H5COO*) surface
intermediate. The former is formed via a direct intramolecular
H-transfer from the C6H6 moiety of C6H6COO* to terminal O of
the carboxylate moiety. The computed activation barrier for this
step is 1.31 eV. An alternative path involves a two-step surfaceassisted H*-transfer, upon which the C6H6COO* intermediate
is first deprotonated by the vicinal basic surface O sites
(E‡ = 1.19 eV) followed by the C6H5COO* and H* recombination
(E‡ = 1.19 eV). The highest activation energy of the indirect
route is only ca. 0.10 eV lower than that of the direct pathway,
indicating that both reaction routes can contribute to the

DFT-computed reaction energy diagram for the benzene esterification with CO2 and CH3OH on K2CO3/TiO2.
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catalytic reaction. The hydrogen transfer from the C6H6COO* to
form C6H5COO* is predicted to be more difficult than the
initial coupling of CO2 and benzene, which is consistent with
the experimentally observed kinetic isotopic effect results.9
Electronic analysis further indicated that effective charge transfer between intermediates and the defective catalyst surface
facilitates the C–C coupling and deprotonation reaction processes (Fig. S3 and S4, ESI†). The desorption of benzoic acid to
regenerate the catalytic interface is endothermic by 0.95 eV.
The closure of the catalytic cycle can be facilitated in the
presence of methanol, which reacts with the surface benzoate
intermediate (CH3OH_C6H5COOH*) to produce methyl benzoate product (C6H5COOCH3*_HO*_H*). During the methylation
process, a CH3OH molecule is added to the system and
co-adsorbed at the neighboring surface oxygen atom of benzoic
acid. Then, the methyl benzoate is generated by the formation
of the C–O bond between CH3OH and benzoic acid. The
simultaneous deprotonation of CH3OH* and cleavage of the
C–OH bond of C6H5COOH* result in the generation of two
hydroxyl groups on the surface. This concerted step is slightly
exothermic and proceeds with an activation energy of 0.73 eV.
In the next step, the methyl benzoate product is desorbed from
the surface with DE of 0.30 eV. The last step is the recombination of surface OH groups to form H2O and regenerate the
catalytic interface sites (HO*_H*O2 - H2O*). This dehydration
step is barrierless but proceeds with a barrier of 1.00 eV
associated with the surface migration of H*. The hydrogen
transfer step following the C–C bond formation is identified as

Fig. 2
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the most difficult step of the carboxylation reaction having the
highest activation barrier of 1.31 eV along the reaction path.
Previous experimental studies9 showed that the carbonatefree defective TiO2 can also promote benzene carboxylation but
it loses the activity already after the first reaction cycle. We
therefore hypothesized that the reaction intermediates or the
reaction products (e.g. methyl benzoate or water) might block
the active site of the bare TiO2 catalyst, while the presence of
K2CO3 species protects catalyst from such poisoning. To check
this hypothesis, the DFT analysis was extended to the mechanism of benzene carboxylation followed by methylation on the
bare and defective anatase TiO2 (101) surface. Fig. 2 presents
the respective DFT-computed reaction energy diagram. In this
case, the C–C bond formation between CO2 and benzene is
thermodynamically and kinetically more favorable than on the
interface site (DE = 0.63 eV, E‡ = 0.12 eV). However, the
subsequent H* transfer to directly form adsorbed benzoic acid
is in this case 0.3 eV higher than over the K2CO3/TiO2. A much
more favorable reaction is the benzoate formation via the
hydroxylation of the TiO2 surface. This step has a barrier of
1.1 eV and stabilizes the system by DE of 1.3 eV. Almost
identical energetics was observed for the K2CO3/TiO2 catalyst.
For the subsequent concerted benzoic acid methylation reaction, the activation energy over defective TiO2 is 0.36 eV higher
than that of K2CO3/TiO2 catalyst reaction (TS_B5 = 1.09 eV vs.
TS_K5 = 0.73 eV).
The comparison of the reaction profiles in Fig. 1 and 2
reveals that the activation energies of all elementary steps

Reaction energy diagram for the benzene esterification with CO2 and CH3OH on defective TiO2 surface.
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(except the initial CO2 coupling with benzene) over the defective TiO2 surface and K2CO3-promoted TiO2 are quite close and
comparable suggesting that indeed both catalysts can enable
the esterification reaction of benzene with CO2 and CH3OH to
form methyl benzoate. However, we find that most of the
reaction intermediates on the defective TiO2 surface are significantly more stable than those on K2CO3/TiO2. The energies of
all reaction intermediates on the defective TiO2 surface are in
the range of 0.00 to 3.00 eV, while those on K2CO3/TiO2
catalyst fall in the range of +1.00 to 2.00 eV relative to the
reactant state. The stronger binding interaction on the bare
TiO2 surface impedes the desorption of the products and
regeneration of the active site for the next catalytic cycle
(Fig. S5, ESI†). Specifically, the desorption energies of methyl
benzoate and H2O on the defective TiO2 surface are 0.39
and 0.32 eV higher than that on K2CO3/TiO2, respectively
(DEC6H5COOCH3: 1.37 eV vs. 0.98 eV; DEH2O: 0.62 eV vs. 0.30 eV).
Based on these results, we conclude that both bare TiO2 with
oxygen vacancy and K2CO3/TiO2 catalysts are able to activate
CO2 and benzene to form benzoate products. However, the
excessive reactivity of the surface sites in the former results in
surface poisoning by the reaction products/byproducts. The
presence of potassium carbonate species partially deactivates
the reactive sites on the titanium surface to facilitate the
product desorption and the regeneration of the catalytic interface sites. Although the K2CO3 species cannot act as an active
site alone for this reaction, it steers the local structures of the
transition states and reaction intermediates, and thus facilitates the products desorption and catalyst regeneration. These
insights shed light onto the role of multicomponent reaction
environments on the catalytic surface for the eﬃcient CO2
valorization and they can form a base for further development
of eﬃcient and stable catalysts for the direct carboxylation with
CO2 of other more challenging hydrocarbon substrates such as
ethane, methane and ethylene.
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